Chapter V

The Art

of

Picking

Mike shares his picking concept and explains the importance
of reaching for the sound in your head to guide your technical
development rather than ascribing to any particular picking style.

The Art
of Picking

“Every style, every player
- they all pick differently.”

Mike insists that there isn’t one way to pick, nor is there
one kind of pick that will help you sound better. Mike
points out that if you analyze various guitarists throughout history, there does not seem to be a concensus on
picking methodology. Therefore, Mike explains that the
key factor in understanding how to pick is understanding
how you personally hear your musical ideas.
Mike likes how horn players sound. He always knew that
he wanted to emulate the legato and flow that horn players
attain by blowing through their instrument with one breath.
Mike wanted his lines to sound similar to this legato sound,
so he devised his own picking style, a combination of sweep
picking/economy picking and legato playing (hammer-ons/
pull-offs). Mike
Mi also utilizes more downstrokes when he
wants to sharpen the attack and articulation of his notes.
Mike recommends taking multiple bebop melodies or 8th
note driven melodies and making them sound as clear,
grooving, and articulate as possible. Experiment with
different picking techniques according to how you want the
melody to sound. Focusing on the sound in your head will
guide you naturally through the process of discovering the
best picking method for you.
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The Art
of Picking
MIKE’S APPROACH & FINDING YOUR
OWN APPROACH
• Decide on the kind of sound you want to emulate (0:54)
• Alter your picking technique according to this sound
(1:49)
• Experiment with sweep and economy picking (2:52)

Refer to the next section for transcriptions.
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Mike’s Approach & Finding Your Own Approach - Transcriptions
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The Art
of Picking
MIKE’S APPROACH & FINDING YOUR
OWN PICKING APPROACH

• Practices Scales trying the Sweep/Economy picking
technique mixed in with hammer ons, slides, and pull offs.
Keep the main accents on the up beat 8th notes. This
means picking mainly only upbeats and applying hammer
on, slides and pulls for the downbeats. This will naturally
give you the “Jazz” 8th note feel.
• Revisit or learn a new bebop melody (Confirmation,
Donna Lee, Blues For Alice etc) and think about every
phrase. How do you want it sound. Sing it, play it and
adapt your picking to emulate the recordings or the sound
in your head. Make exercises from the melody itself. (Loop
phrases).

ASK YOUR MENTOR
Interact with other users on the website and ask questions!
Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you
through your musical journey. The best student will be
selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of
their choice.
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Mike’s Approach & Finding Your Own Approach - Create
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The Art
of Picking
APPLYING TECHNIQUE
• Learn a piece of music and make it sound as good as
possible (10:20)
• If you hear lines like George Benson, you will have to
alternate picking, if you hear lines similar to Pat
Metheny’s, you will have to pick less, Allan Holdsworth
even less, etc (10:55)

APPLYING TECHNIQUE

Pick a tune you’ve want to improve in terms of sound and
experiment with different picking techniques. If you’d like it
to sound more legato, try using the sweeping and economy
picking techniques Mike demonstrates. If you hear your lines
with more attack, perhaps an alternate picking approach is
better for you. Let your ear guide you.

ASK YOUR MENTOR
Interact with other users on the website and ask questions!
Our mentors will answer all your questions and help you
through your musical journey. The best student will be
selected each month to recieve one free masterclass of
their choice.
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